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eaving behind the space we call home is never
easy. One of our most common misconceptions
about migrants and refugees is that they want to
leave their places of origin; that migrating is the
outcome of a calculated comparison of offers; that other
choices are always available to them. Through the “Faith
& Settlement Partnerships” research project, in which
ICS’s Centre for Philosophy, Religion, and Social Ethics
actively participated, we learned that migration is the last
recourse of people who once were as comfortable in their
places of origin as most of us are here in Canada.
Even though ICS’s move from 229 College Street to
Knox College cannot be compared to the situation I have
described, it has sparked similar feelings within our community. The uncertainty of such a massive undertaking
has challenged our relationships, our structures, and our
collective imagination. Many of us, including myself,
are holding on to the comfort of the place we previously
inhabited, becoming unable to see the possibilities that
await us in our new home at the heart of the University
of Toronto’s St. George campus. It seems to be the right
move, but what if it does not turn out as expected?
The contributions to this issue of Perspective have made
me realize that our move was needed in more ways than
one. Each article that you will find in the following pages
is a way to articulate the imaginative process taking place
upon arrival in our new location, a window into the spiritual exercise through which ICS community members,
old and new, prepare for our next 50 years. Yes, the move
has stretched and tested us. Yes, it has come with significant challenges. But it has also allowed us to re-narrate
our history, to see our first 50 years as the beginning of a
larger story.
There is indeed something about the new space that
points to the kernel of our Christian mission. Our close
interaction with a larger institution of learning, our exposure to different ways of approaching Christian scholarship, and our physical limitations are all reminders that,
in hope, Christian ministry has constantly responded to
and interacted with a diverse, dialogical, and at times
disheartening world. Perhaps our situation does resemble
that of the global migrants more closely than I originally
anticipated. Had we resisted the move, we would have
lost a key element of our own identity, that is, our ability
to imagine how Christian scholarship, although fragile,
can continue to be transformative in today’s world.
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A New Lease on Life:
As One Chapter Closes, Another Begins

I

n 2017, ICS celebrated its
Golden Jubilee, an occasion for
the ICS community to reflect on
the many blessings this Christian graduate school has received,
and also gratefully bestowed, over
the course of five decades. For 46
of those 50 years, our institutional
home has been on 229 College Street,
a building which our generous support community helped us purchase
in the early 1970’s. Our presence in
that space supported ICS’s existence
and flourishing in many different
ways, not least importantly financial,
over the time we spent there.
Our history of having an ownership position in the building at 229
College came to a close in April of
2017, when ICS sold its remaining
27% ownership share in the building. By investing the proceeds of the
sale, the ICS Board ensured that the
gift of the 229 College building will
continue to support ICS’s operations
as we move forward into a new era.
That era officially began this September, when we started the new school
year in our new home, a freshly renovated office suite in the lower level
of Knox College on 59 St. George
Street, at the heart of the University

www.icscanada.edu

of Toronto’s St. George campus.
thank our Maker for faithfully blessby Ronald A.
I use the language of ‘eras’ advising the work ICS seeks to perform in
Kuipers,
edly, as many ICS supporters have
service to the academy, the church,
ICS President
expressed concern over the sale of the
and the wider world.
229 College building, and what it
In the end, thanks in no small
portends for the future of ICS. Many
part to you, our new home will
worry that the sale only signals the
become a wonderful base of operaend of an era, instead of noticing how tions for our graduate school,
it also forms the start of a new one. In supporting our mission to witness
so many different ways, our relocation to Christ’s gospel of justice, mercy,
to Knox College truly marks the start and peace in both the academy and
of an exciting new period in ICS’s
greater society, and to help Christians
dynamic, colourful, and ongoing
today find wisdom and discernment
history. Among
these ways, the
move allows us
This move has given ICS a new lease on life, and many
to reduce our
operating costs
new reasons to thank our Maker for faithfully blessing
significantly; it
affords us the
the work ICS seeks to perform in service to the academy,
possibility of
offering our stuthe church, and the wider world.
dents residence
in Knox’s dormitory, and to recruit on that basis; and
for navigating the vagaries and quagit also allows officials of Knox and
mires of our complex modern life. So
ICS to begin to muse about ways that as one period in our history closes,
we might partner in delivering shared another begins, and we want you, our
academic programming and mutusupporters, to help us write the next
ally reinforce each other’s missions. In chapter of our story by sharing with
sum, this move has given ICS a new
us your prayers, gifts, and dreams for
lease on life, and many new reasons to ICS.
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A Doorway into Thanks

T
by Gideon
Strauss

4

hreshold times have a
promising ambiguity to
them: as we step over from
one situation to another we
open ourselves up to surprises and
prepare ourselves to adapt to new circumstances. The Fall of 2018 is such
a liminal moment for the Institute
for Christian Studies, and also for me
personally.
I arrived back at ICS from my
annual South African sojourn on
August 29, in the midst of the great

move from 229 College Street to
Knox College. My colleagues and
some wonderful volunteers had been
hard at work through the summer,
packing up our entire school. At
Knox College carpets were being
laid, electrical and phone wires
were being pulled, walls were being
painted, and furniture was being
installed. This move is a big change
for ICS, and one that will require a
lot of energy, a lot of patience, and
a fair bit of money. It is a tangible

investment of our hope: that critical
and constructive Christian scholarship continues to be possible and
necessary in the 21st century.
At the same time as we are moving into a new space, ICS is launching
an exciting new program, our MA
(Philosophy) in Educational Leadership. This program is emerging out
of several years of conversation with
the education innovators of the Christian Teachers Academy in Ontario.
It is going to stretch us as a school.
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A Doorway into Thanks
continued

We will be expanding our range of
offerings into the realm of leadership
education, expanding the range of
learning and teaching approaches for
which we make room, and expanding
the range and depth of our partnerships. The stretch will strengthen
ICS, while the effort it will require
of us will be considerable.
In the midst of big changes for us
as a community, I am also personally facing a significant professional
change. As of this Fall I am the new
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Academic Dean of ICS. I am very
consisting of the right people—and
grateful that I will be able to work
the right number of people—for
with Bob Sweetman, my predecessor
each of our degree programmes
as Academic Dean, to make a healthy and for our continuing education
transition into these new responsiofferings. We need to ensure that
bilities.
the educational offering available
The best experiences I have had
from our faculty is aligned with
with academic deans as a faculty
both the mission of ICS and the
member were the result of deans
needs of this moment in history.
getting to know me, getting to know That would involve energetically
my work, getting to know my aspira- recruiting those students who could
tions as a scholar, and then offering
best benefit from the expertise of our
me consistent encouragement and
existing faculty, while also strategisupportive conditions in which to
cally strengthening our faculty in
work towards those aspirations. I
ways that would allow us to serve
will be prioritizing getting to know
graduate educational niches that
the faculty and students of ICS really are underserved by other schools.
well, becoming intimately familiar
And as always we need to continue
with their work and aspirations, and
strengthening our academic admingoing all out
to help build a
context in which This move is a big change for ICS, and one that will
they are able to
focus their vocarequire a lot of energy, a lot of patience, and a fair bit
tional energies
on their research, of money. It is a tangible investment of our hope: that
writing, teaching, presenting,
critical and constructive Christian scholarship continues
and publishing.
From my
to be possible and necessary in the 21st century.
conversations
with members
of the ICS community it seems to
istrative policies, practices, and
me that we need to focus adminisinfrastructure.
tratively on the intersection between
In the tradition out of which
the educational needs of the kinds
ICS grows we aspire, as the Heidelof students we should be attractberg Catechism articulates it, to do
ing, the capacities of our faculty,
what we do “because Christ, having
and the creed, mission, and tradiredeemed us by his blood, is also
tion of ICS. It is my conviction
restoring us by his Spirit into his
that ICS has something unique to
image, so that with our whole lives
offer in our approach to scholarship,
we may show that we are thankful
and that there are many people out
to God.” May this Fall term, with
there—both prospective students
all its changes, be for ICS what the
and others—who would benefit from poet Mary Oliver calls a “doorway
our work if only they were aware
into thanks.”
of us. My approach to the deanship
will therefore be oriented towards
generating such awareness for our
teaching, presentations, and published work.
We need to grow a student body
Perspective
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Rebirth: The Renaissance that is ICS

S

taken up with the merits of cultural
renaissance (i.e., a rebirth) there is a
notion of rebirthing expressly tied
to learning that I find remarkably
suited to the project of ICS past,
present, and future. The Dutch
humanist Desiderius Erasmus looms
large in this history not only for the
way he applies this notion of rebirthing to his own projects, but for his
commitment of its basic tenets to

the most widely used rhetorical
handbook of the era entitled De copia
(On Copiousness) of 1512. There he
offers an account of the practice of
writing that completely determines
his understanding of the process of
reading. The title of the treatise is
key and not unaffected by the kind of
reading that was most near and dear
to his heart, that is both Scriptural
exegesis and the recovery of the les-

Portrait of
Desiderius
Erasmus,
Quinten Massijs
(I) (copy after),
after ca. 1535

ince I began my academic life studying the
Renaissance, I have been
asked by my colleagues
at ICS to offer some reflections
“on the Renaissance that ties with
the current transitions that we are
experiencing at ICS.” As I’ve been
thinking about this, I would be lying
if I said I didn’t have some anxiety
around applying to ICS a term that
has in fact become so freighted in
the scholarly world. The origin of
the “Renaissance” as a term and
a periodic concept really belongs
to the eighteenth century and is
consequently chock-full of Enlightenment concerns. In that context,
the Italian revival of antiquity of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
that eventually passed to the rest of
Europe was understood to represent
the beginning of a more secular,
modern era, marked by the triumph
of reason over the religiosity of the
Middle Ages. Seen in this light, it is
hard not to think of the Renaissance
as the one-dimensional offspring of
Enlightenment hubris.
A lesson about the durability of
such concepts can be learned from
the fact that scholars of the Renaissance today are still chewing over
whether the Renaissance really was
the beginning of modernity, whether
it was not in fact Christian rather
than secular, and even whether it
existed at all. Could it not have been
just another efflorescence of earlier
medieval revivals of classical culture?
These questions are still being
hotly debated with something of the
aporia, or conceptual puzzlement,
that accompanies many a scholarly
debate still presiding. It is perhaps
understandable then why it might
feel unsettling to me to tie this present moment in the institutional life
of ICS to the ups and downs of the
term.
Yet, if one returns to the “Renaissance” itself, a time that was indeed

6
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by Rebekah
Smick

Rebirth: The Renaissance that is ICS
continued

sons of antiquity.
For Erasmus, the copiousness of
a text was a mark of its special wisdom. Grounded in an appreciation
for the capacity of the more poetic
forms of speech to express intangible
truths, the Erasmian focus on copia
was a push towards especially recognizing the suggestive capabilities of
figurative, poetic language. Ideally
realized in the “types” and enigmas
of the Old Testament and Christ’s
parables in the New, such “cornucopian” texts were also valued for their
difficulty—that veil of obscurity that
was able to reward earnest interpreters with the light of truth.
Motivated by the hope of providing a model for Scriptural exegesis
that could allow for a direct, rather
than ecclesiastically mediated,
experience of the truths of Scripture,
Erasmus turned the act of exegesis into a dynamic imitation and
reproduction of God’s word. The text
was to be wholly absorbed through
constant reading and rereading, then
held in the clarifying light of one’s
heart, to finally be rebirthed in an
act of writing aimed at expressing
its hidden sense. While the potential for misinterpretation was ever
present, this problem was lessened
for Erasmus by vigilant collation
with Scripture’s clearer passages, by
ready submission to the work of the
Holy Spirit, and by recognition that
Scripture offers not just one, but an
inexhaustible plenitude of meaning
available to all who read with the
eyes of faith.
This model of rebirthing wisdom
was equally applied in the domain
of secular letters. In his Adages, for
example, Erasmus undertakes to
compile and interpret, as already
formulated pieces of classical wisdom, the Greek and Latin proverbs
still retrievable in his day. If lacking
in the profound truths of Scripture,
their wisdom was nonetheless considered worthy of interpretive “rebirthwww.icscanada.edu

ing” by Erasmus on the basis of a
conviction he shared with John Calvin that nature and society at large
conform to a God-ordained body of
norms which, however confusing
externally, still
express the harmony of God’s
While it has been a while since I looked so closely at the
world. If one is
to orient oneself
work of Erasmus, I must now admit that rediscovering
in this dark
wood of human
his metaphor of rebirth for faith-inspired scholarly
experience, these
truths too, he
interpretation seemed too good to pass up as an image
suggests, must
be read, reread,
for ICS scholarship since day one.
and rebirthed
through the eyes
of faith.
While it has been a while since
I looked so closely at the work of
Erasmus, I must now admit that
rediscovering his metaphor of rebirth
for faith-inspired scholarly interpretation seemed too good to pass up as
an image for ICS scholarship since
day one. What does this have to do
with ICS’s current transitions, you
might ask? Well, if the image doesn’t
exactly reflect our physical rebirth in
a new space, perhaps it is legitimate,
or at least fun, to think of our move
to Knox as a change in maternity
hospital.
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OUR
GRAD
I
A Note to My Friends on the Path of Life

n June of 2017, on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, I found
myself gazing along the edge
of an expansive plinth upon
which once stood the ancient Jewish
temple in Jerusalem—now the great
platform for the Dome of the Rock.
Echoing through the crowds, modern
disciples were bursting with wonder:
Wow look at these large stones! Still,
wafting faintly in this layered space,
I could hear Jesus’ voice: if you only

ongoing overwhelming idolatries of
imperialism, colonialism, militarism,
racism, and consumerism. What big
stones! Look at the gold! Look at the
wealth! Look at the power!
The edifices of our stolen empires
will always crumble. Another conby Rachel A.
queror will come along. Jerusalem, oh
McGuire
Jerusalem, how I have longed to gather
your children under my wings like a
mother bird and you were not willing.
No doubt, size and strength are
distracting.
Others have big
I witness ICS faithfully wrestling with the counterendowments
and glorious
intuitive story of the Jesus Movement while immersed
campuses with
high steeples
in ongoing overwhelming idolatries of imperialism,
and deep pocket
donors. ICS
colonialism, militarism, racism, and consumerism.
has something
of infinitely
more worth—
knew the things that make for peace.
a spunky, brave, determined (and
We had come on a journey to
like our forebears, occasionally
this space, spending time moving
misguided!) desire to live into the
through checkpoints and engaging
world with God at the centre of our
conversation on both sides of the
existence. With a gorgeous and very
wall. We played with Palestinian
good creation as our beginning, with
children in camps and wept with a
a courageous and direct effort to
family we encountered on a hill over- see our separation and error (even
looking a village that was raided in
evil), and with a belief that there
1948 and still stands abandoned. We
stood at Megiddo where archeologists have unearthed 26 separate cities—each one piled on the destroyed
ruins of the former—conquest after
conquest—appropriately the site of
Biblical Armageddon. Humanity is
perennially drawn to the things that
make for war.
Why evoke these images as ICS
moves into a new future? Because,
I see a spirit in ICS that honors
the original band of fishermen and
farmers—out on the fringes of the
fringes of the imperial system—who
navigated around the powers and
bravely walked the path of life. I
witness ICS faithfully wrestling with
the counterintuitive story of the
Jesus Movement while immersed in
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is a redemptive path for this world
toward mutual wellbeing.
Back in Jerusalem, coming
around the corner of the Temple
Mount, we came to a wide set of
stairs. The very same stairs on which
Jesus held his worldview studies
classes—not the stairs of temple
elite and formal teachers—the
stairs where the common people
approached—a humble place from
which ideas and visions emerged that
endured through the ages to shape
our lives today. Yes, teaching matters.
So, beloved friends on this messy
holy path of life, I appreciate you
and I encourage you. As we now
embark into a new season, let’s take
a deep breath and appreciate how
far we’ve come. Let’s consider the
diverse and fascinating souls that
move through this space. Take a
moment to settle the furniture and
unpack the books. And let’s keep on
keeping on. We may not have much
more than our tunics and sandals,
and we may wonder where the heck
we are going. As Jim Olthuis (and
Paul) like to say, our lives are tucked
with Christ in God. Let’s fold ourselves under his protective wings.
And maybe even fly.

www.icscanada.edu

DUATES
M
My Wish for ICS

y time at the Institute
My wish is that many students
for Christian Studies
for decades to come can have the
was an invaluable part
same experience that I did. Whether
of my academic and
coming from near or far, from within
personal development. It is my sinthe Reformed tradition or part of the
cere hope that it can continue to pro- broader Christian community, ICS
vide this experience for other future
is a great place for aspiring academstudents. I found ICS in a somewhat
ics to build community and skills
by Mark
random way, or perhaps through the
for thoughtful engagement with the
Novak
Lord’s leading. I have no strong conworld. The recent moves that ICS
nection with the Reformed Church,
has made—into Knox College at the
so had not heard of ICS until I found centre of the University of Toronto
it on the internet
when searching
for a Christian
The recent moves that ICS has made—into Knox College
graduate school
teaching phiat the centre of the University of Toronto campus and
losophy. When
reading through
forging an affiliation with The King’s University in
faculty descriptions, course syl- Edmonton—will allow it to continue to make an impact
labi, and thesis
and dissertation
on the world.
titles, I had the
strong feeling
that ICS was the right place to be.
campus and forging an affiliation
Although I was a little nervous in
with The King’s University in
applying there, as neither I nor any
Edmonton—will allow it to continue
of my friends and family had heard
to make an impact on the world.
of the school, and as I had to move
Although ICS has had its share of ups
all the way from Calgary to a city
and downs in its 50-year history, its
where I knew only one person, I had
ability to adapt coupled with the
a deep sense that this was the right
ongoing support of donors show that
thing to do.
it will always have a place in the
I was at ICS from September 2015 academy and in the world.
until August 2017 for my MA in
philosophy, and during that time
developed many deep friendships
and underwent a rigorous schooling in how to think and read like a
philosopher. Having completed my
MA at ICS, I decided to pursue a
PhD in religious studies at McMaster
University. Even though I did not
stay at ICS to do my PhD, the fact
that one of the top universities in
Canada, and increasingly the world,
recognized ICS and the work that I
had done there is a testament to what
ICS can do and the impact that they
have on the world, even if not in the
most apparent way.
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Tears of Renewal

W

by Danielle
Yett

hen’s the last time
something made you
cry? Every so often,
someone might ask
you this, as someone recently asked
me. Given the frenzied outrages
that seem to be new every morning,
perhaps still having the capacity to
cry might be considered a strange
mercy. Tears can be revelatory. And I
believe we’re better off taking time
to consider honestly and openly the
things that move us—however they
move us, whether they trouble us,
enrage us, or make us overjoyed.
As the character Reverend Ames in
Marilynne Robinson’s novel Gilead
reflects: “My custom has always
been to ponder grief; that is, to follow it through ventricle and aorta
to find out its lurking places. That
old weight in the chest, telling me
there is something I must dwell on,
because I know more than I know
and must learn it from myself.” So
stricken by a bout of self-reflection,
I found myself wondering: what does
make me cry? And I noticed a trend
in my recent media-intake.
Forgiveness makes me cry.
Two examples: I recently watched
the John Michael McDonagh film
Calvary (2014), which is an intense
reflection on guilt and forgiveness,
detachment and empathy. The film’s
main character exists within a predicament in which he is both expected

Gustave Doré’s
Matelda Immerses
Dante in Lethe
(c.1868)
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to forgive undeserved wrongs and to
pay a debt which is not his and for
which he does not have the right to
ask forgiveness (in a twist on Romans
5:6-8). In the midst of this, he
laments that “forgiveness is underrated” as a virtue, and the film ends
with both the pregnant hope and
bafflement that forgiveness might
come; that cycles of violence might
end. Weeping ensued.
Another instance comes from a
single line in Hamilton: An American
Musical (2015): “Forgiveness./Can
you imagine?” It reduces me to tears
every time I hear it (and that’s a lot
of times, I’m afraid). What gets me
every time is that there is no reason
to forgive. Given the state of (literal)
affairs at that particular point in the
story, it is ‘unimaginable’—an absolute break with the presumed action
of cause upon effect.
What dwelling on these tears has
led me to realise is that forgiveness
is what renewal looks like from a
Christian perspective. In the Bible,
salvation is often spoken of using the
imagery of Israel’s practice of sevenyear cycles of debt-forgiveness, and
is presented as a challenge. We now
exist on the side of having our debt
forgiven. Will we who have been forgiven much now also forgive (Luke
7:36-50; Matthew 18.21-35)?
But how do Christians forgive
and forget if we are always called to
remember our forgiven-ness?
There is no easy formula for how
to balance remembrance and renewal.
We should be wary of reinvention at
the cost of erasure, but it seems there
is equal danger in a stale re-narration
of wrongs that have been forgiven.
It would take an act of imagination
to truly live as if some things never
happened. But often, such an act of
imagination seems unjust, because
some things ought not be forgotten.
Contrary to the view that forgiveness means plain forgetting,
forgiveness seems rather a practice of

selective forgetting. It suggests that
there is a process of deep discernment
involved in sifting through what
must be forgotten—and how it must
rightly be let go of—as well as what
must be carried forward or restored.
Forgiveness names wrongs as wrongs
and creates the space for coming
back together in full awareness that
doing so is on the other side of those
wrongs. It is a stance of active waiting for grace to radically change how
things are and how we think things
should or could be. Forgiveness
unexpectedly breaks our carefully
crafted and well-established methods of taking account of people—of
finalizing them and ourselves into
cycles of consequence and inevitability—and suggests that restoration
is a more valuable guiding principle
than recompense.
By finding myself in tears,
though, I find myself agreeing with
the man in Calvary: weeping to
fill the poignant absences of such
forgiveness in everyday life, but also
weeping (joyfully) at the release of
debts and resentments when such forgiveness does appear. And I’m led to
wonder what it might mean for how
we pattern our lives if forgiveness
were somehow expected rather than
underrated—if the breaking of cycles
of consequence was itself seen as a
part of the nature of consequences.
To return to the pages of Gilead,
perhaps “grace is the great gift. So to
be forgiven is only half the gift. The
other half is that we also can forgive,
restore, and liberate, and therefore
we can feel the will of God enacted
through us, which is the great restoration of ourselves to ourselves.” I
think what Robinson means here is
that forgiveness in these terms gives
us the ability to act beyond our own
capacities. It frees us even from the
ways we think we cannot change,
bearing witness to the fact that the
unimaginable happens and that new
realities are birthed from possibility.
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ICS: A New Subversion

W

hen my partner
Emily and I first
moved to Toronto
we lived in a basement apartment. It was, to put it
mildly, awful. The windows were
small, too small for an adult to crawl
through. After the snowmelt in late
winter, every time it rained a stream
of water would fill the glorified hallway where we made our life. During
the summer, our single door to the
outside world would occasionally
swell up, locking us into our apartment for twenty minutes or so until
we could force it open. A few times a
wayward carpenter bee would burrow
through the walls, usually in the
morning before an alarm went off.
Once, as Emily was going to bed, she
saw a large spider creepy-crawling
along the baseboard—only to see it
snatched into a hole by some unseen
larger predator. Our landlord lived
in Europe, and, as we quickly found
out, his property manager couldn’t
fix a broken stove if his job depended
on it.
Yes, it was illegal to rent the
space to us. Yes, it was unwise for us
to sign the lease. But it was all we
could afford, and all we could find
in the scramble for apartments that
happens in the city before fall. After
a city inspector forced the landlord to
make significant renovations to the
space, prompting us to leave before
our lease was up, we moved to the
second floor of a building.
I’ve never really liked basements.
Something about the artificiality of
the lighting, the “unfinished” nature
that haunts even well-furbished
caves, the cold concrete floors, the
stubborn dampness. Descending the
stairs into the dark floor of my childhood home was frightening into my
adolescence, as my overactive evangelical imagination filled the storage
space with fiends more foul than
the shrews and mice that sometimes
dwelled there.
www.icscanada.edu

As ICS moves into the basement
basement does indeed reflect a long
of Knox College, I’ve joked that now season of difficult decisions; no need
we’ll be something like the goblins
to be quiet about that. It also reflects
of the Toronto School of Theology,
an even longer institutional lifetime
the creepy-crawlies. Where we were
of difficult faithfulness; no need to
once on the fringe, literally, of the
be quiet about that, either. From the
University of Toronto (“across the
basement, precisely by daring to run
street from the bookstore,” I always
a graduate institution from a basement,
by Dean
said), now we’ll be under it. It gives
ICS speaks to another way of providDettloff
an admittedly funny gloss on the
ing Christian education, of being
Institute’s desire to “shake the founChristian educators, one that looks
dations”—not of our good friends
like foolishness to the world (and,
at Knox per se, but of the academic
yes, sometimes even to us) but is in
and professional worlds where ICS is fact the fruit of the prayerful hope of
embedded.
several generations.
One could mine a lot of metaAs a Christian student who was
phors for this move, but the one that politically activated by Occupy
comes to mind for me is subverWall Street, the idea of symbiotision. Etymologically, to subvert is
cally housing an institution capable
to transform
from below, to
overturn from
From the basement, precisely by daring to run a graduate
underneath.
ICS has always
institution from a basement, ICS speaks to another way
maintained a
commitment to
of providing Christian education, of being Christian
not only confessing its faith in a
educators, one that looks like foolishness to the world
scholarly environment, but to
(and, yes, sometimes even to us) but is in fact the fruit
challenging the
very structures
of the prayerful hope of several generations.
of that environment. Fidelity
to that vision has kept ICS from
of producing the amazing research
adopting the latest neoliberal trends
ICS is known for in the basement of
in higher education, the ones that
another institution is frankly quite
exploit students while charging
appealing. I’ll miss 229 College. I
them exorbitant tuition, that bleed
did my MA and my PhD courses
faculty dry while high-ranking
there, with all the Christmas paradministrators retire to one of
ties and relationships in-between.
several homes, that privilege jobBut I know, too, that the spirit of
training over human-making.
subversion that has always animated
Of course, all of that has also put
ICS will continue to do so in this
ICS in a position of precarity. But
new phase, perhaps even bearing
for that very reason, ICS remains
the fruit of a new subversion, closer
a “weak messianic force,” as Ron
in proximity to our neighbors and
Kuipers likes to put it, attesting to
leaner, more focused, within our own
the sustaining power of God and
community.
God’s people in lieu of profiting from
I’ve never really liked basements.
the growing inequalities in worldly
But I think I’ll like this basement
academic business. The move to the
after all.
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For administrative purposes, The ICS Board of Trustees
voted to change its membership renewal period from the
calendar year (January to December) to ICS’s fiscal year (July
to June) effective July 1st, 2018. Going forward, all membership renewals will expire on June 30 and we will be sending
renewal notices in early June.

Perspective can be viewed online at
perspective.icscanada.edu

As a member and supporter of ICS, you are a crucial partner.
In our work—work that will create lasting change in our world.

Perspective is the newsletter of the
Institute for
Christian Studies
59 St George Street
Toronto, Ontario
m5s 2e6 Canada

Thank you for your continued commitment to Christian higher
education in the reformational tradition.
We are counting on you to renew your FY19 membership for
voting at the AGM scheduled for late fall.

MEMBERSHIP FORM
I/We want to support ICS’ work
with my/our membership of $35.
I/We include an additional gift of $__________
for a total of $__________
M E T H O D O F PAY M E N T
Credit card

www.icscanada.edu
Letters to the Editor
We invite questions, comments,
story ideas, as well as any general
feedback you may have on Perspective.
Please email the editorial team at
perspective-editor@icscanada.edu.
Perspective is produced by:
Editors: Héctor Acero Ferrer, Danielle Yett
Contributors: Héctor Acero Ferrer, Dean
Dettloff, Ronald Kuipers, Rachel Maguire,
Mark Novak, Rebekah Smick, Gideon
Strauss, Danielle Yett
Production Managers: Héctor Acero Ferrer,
Patricia Webb
Printing: United Graphics
Design: Kevin van der Leek Design Inc.

VISA/MASTERCARD

E X P I R Y D AT E

S I G N AT U R E

Cheque enclosed
Canadian donors please make cheque payable to:
Institute for Christian Studies
and mail to ICS in the postage paid envelope.
Note: The envelope has our previous address, but will
be forwarded to our new address 59 St George Street.
US donors please make check payable to:
Friends of ICS
and mail to Friends of ICS
1446 Milton St SE, Grand Rapids MI 49506

Send all address changes to:
Circulation Manager
Perspective, ICS
59 St George Street
Toronto, Ontario
m5s 2e6 Canada
416 979 2331
1 888 326 5347
info@icscanada.edu
USA subscribers/supporters
please contact:
Friends of ICS
info@friendsofics.org
www.friendsofics.org
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Thank you for supporting
our vital work, equipping
shcolars and future leaders
who will graduate and
provide leadership in North
America and the world in
universities, churches, and
social agencies.

416 979 2331 telephone
888 326 5347 toll free (North America)
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